where (ZF) denotes the Zermelo-Fraenkel set theory and (DC) denotes the axiom of Dependent Choices (cf. [1] , [7] ). Finally, we study relations between shy sets (cf. [4] ) and sets of ν p -measure zero in the above-mentioned model.
In what follows, we need some standard notions and auxiliary propositions. Let (E, S, µ) be a measure space. Following [1, p. 88] , the measure µ is called diffused (or continuous) if (∀x ∈ E)({x} ∈ S & µ({x}) = 0). 
Lemma 2. Let E be a Polish topological space and let µ be a diffused Borel probability measure on E. Then in Solovay's model the completion µ of µ is defined on the power set of E.
Proof. Let b 1 be a probability Borel measure defined on [0, 1] whose completion coincides with the standard Lebesgue measure on [0, 1]. According to Lemma 1, the measure b 1 is Borel isomorphic to the probability measure µ. Denote this isomorphism by ϕ and consider an arbitrary set W ⊂ E. It is clear that ϕ −1 (W ) = X ∪ Y , where
The isomorphism between the measures b 1 and µ implies
On the one hand, we can write
On the other hand, we have 
, where R N denotes the vector space of all real-valued sequences, k∈N f k denotes the direct product of the family of functions (f k ) k∈N , and "•" denotes the group operation in the product group k∈N S k .
where
Lemma 3 (see [6] ). In Solovay's model there exists a translation-invariant measure µ on R N such that:
The measure µ is translation-invariant. Indeed, for every h ∈ R N , by the invariance of the measure λ and by Remark 2, we have
where we use the transformation rule for the image λ Φ of λ with respect to the transformation Φ : 
and the norm · p is defined by
Proof. We define
where B( p ) denotes the Borel σ-algebra of subsets of p and the operator A :
Corollary 3. Let ∞ be the space of all bounded real-valued sequences (x k ) k∈N with the standard norm · ∞ defined by
Then, in Solovay's model , there exists a translation-invariant Borel measure ν ∞ such that the closed unit ball has
Let us recall some notions due to Brian R. Hurt, Tim Sauer and James A. Yorke (cf. [4] ). Let V be a complete metric linear space, by which we mean a vector space with a complete metric for which addition and scalar multiplication are continuous. Let µ be a Borel measure defined on V . A measure µ is said to be transverse to a Borel set S ⊂ V (cf. Proof. Assume that ν p -almost every element of p has the property P . This means that ν p (S) = 0, where
To show that S is shy, i.e., the measure ν p is transverse to S, note that Proof. We set
Note that T = n∈N T n , where
Hence, we must show that µ(T n ) = 0 for n ∈ N. Clearly, for n ∈ N, we have
we conclude that µ(T n ) = 0.
According to Remark 3, we deduce that 
